INFORMATION REQUIRED

Please provide a drawing with metal and clear stripe dimensions. Please specify unwind direction, metal wind side and stripe width tolerances. Refer to diagrams on page 2 for further information.

STRIPE CAPABILITIES

Maximum web width: 2032 mm (80”)
Minimum clear stripe width: 37 mm (1.45”)
Minimum clear stripe to clear stripe distance: 26 mm (1”)

STRIPE TOLERANCES

Minimum Tolerances:
- Clear stripes = +3 mm (0.12”), -2 mm (0.08”)
- Metal stripes = +2 mm (0.08”), -3 mm (0.12”)
- Tolerance on overall FGI width = +3 mm (0.12”), -2mm (0.08”)

LEAD TIMES

The lead time to order the required tooling materials for each design is 3-4 weeks. Please call 416-293-4330 ext. 228 or email jmalik@celplast.com for further assistance.
STRIPE METALLIZATION
Wind Selection

(A) Metal INSIDE
Unwind from BOTTOM

(B) Metal INSIDE
Unwind from TOP

(C) Metal OUTSIDE
Unwind from BOTTOM

(D) Metal OUTSIDE
Unwind from TOP